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Tagging
Reviewing large amount of data is a growing challenge, while parts
of the data are important to the investigation, others may not be
relevant. The UFED Link Analysis now enables you to manage the
investigation data based on your needs by tagging data items.
Data item can be tagged with a single or multiple tags
Customize the tagging – you can define additional tagging
required to your working process
Filter data based on the tags – all the views can be filtered
based on the tags. This enables to filter out irrelevant events
and remain only with the important one

Locations, Images, Videos and Audio are
Now Presented in the Timeline View
The timeline now contains additional data types, to enable a better
view of event sequences performed by the subject under
investigation.
Image, video and audio files are presented based on their
captured date and time as they appear in the file metadata. If
the captured date is not available, file creation data will be
used
Locations are presented containing latitude, longitude, data
type and logged date and time

Attachment Presentation
The UFED Link Analysis now presents attachments from MMS,
emails, chat messages and notes.

Person Data Types Enrichment
Person data now includes additional data types available in the
mobile device including application usage and installation, user
dictionary, searched items, maps and data files

UFED Link Analysis is now compatible with Windows

8.1

Known Issue
UFED Link Analysis can import Micro Systemation XRY XML reports
created in English. Extended XML reports are supported for all
languages.
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